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With the rapid development of computer and internet technology, cloud computing plays a role in the arena of computer science and application, providing new methods for data mining. Cloud computing has capabilities of flexible calculation and mass storage in order to deal with issues caused by calculated performance bottleneck in data mining algorithm. Mapreduce Model is a kind of distributed parallel programming model proposed by Google laboratory and accomplished by organization of multiple aggregation, which can be used to process parallel calculation of large-scale DS (bigger than ITB). As the widespread application, it has become mainstreaming parallel data processing model of cloud-computing platform. Further, concept "Map" and "Reduce", and their main ideas are characterized by being borrowed from functional expression programming language and vector programming language. This brings massive convenience to programming personnel under circumstances when they do not know distributed parallel programming and exert their program in distributed system [1] . This model is accomplished by Hadoop Project of Apache open-source community, thus programming personnel can use open-source software to conduct large-scale and reliable distributed calculation.
As a kind of cognitive learning and memory framework, Hypernetworks model is enlightened by biological network and is realized on basis of hypergraph [2] . Also, Hypernetworks has been greatly applied in many fields and displays some advantages. Literature [3] puts Hypernetworks into use of DNA microarray cancer classification. Compared with traditional classification models such as neural network, support vector machine and bayesian network, Hypernetworks shows comparatively high accuracy rate in DNA microarray cancer classification, but traditional Hypernetworks model would generate tremendous amount of hyperedge when processing high dimensional data and constrained by current computer. Under such circumstances, only a small part of hyperedge is included. If every dimension of Hypernetworks has two possible values, from evolutionary learning process of hypernecworks, its maximum number that can be obtained is ∁ 2 , among which n is dimensionality of input space (referring to dimensionality of eigenvector in this paper) , and k is order of hyperedge. In experiment, if the dimensionality of data is 32 and the order is 10, thus the sum of hyperedge should be ∁ 2 66060533760 while the amount of hyperedge chosen by training samples in experiment of Hypernetworks cancer molecular programming in literature [3] is only 3800, taking account of 5.7523
10 . Due to restraint of today's computer hardware, it is difficult to make overall exploration of tremendous amount of hyperedge space. This severely influences accuracy of classification. This paper would transplant traditional Hypernetworks model to Hadoop cloud computing platform by using multiple machines to do distributed calculation in order to make a further exploration of tremendous amount of hyperedge. According to this experiment, transplanting a single machine of traditional Hypernetworks model to Hadoop cloud computing platform raises classification accuracy to a certain extent.
1 HYPERNETWORKS MODEL
Hypernetworks Classifier
B.T Zhang and others propose an evolutionary learning method called molecular programming (MP) [5] , realized in test tube by calculation of DNA, and in such learning method, Hypernetworks is proposed as a kind of parallel associative memory model [6] . Hypernetworks is quite similar to mankind's cognitive learning process and can mimic mankind's cognition model. Indeed, Hypernetworks model has been successfully applied in plenty of fields, such as stock prediction [7] , multimoding information retrieval [8] , and prostatic cancer classification [9] .
One aim of Hypernetworks model lies in structuring a decision making system f. As for given input model X x , x , … , x , such decision making system f can decide corresponding category [5] . In Hypernetworks Classifier, taking drawing out 0, 1 from every dimension and using binary Classifier as example, the train sample set D of k-dimensional dimensionality is shown as follows:
Here N indicates the amount of training set, k is dimensionality of every sample and yi is the classification sign of xi.
Hypernetworks consists of the large number of vertexes and hyperedges; every hyperedge of Hypernetworks can be seen as a decision rule, its corresponding vertex is its corresponding decision variable, and all hyperedges consist of a collection of hyperedges L, which constitutes a decision system. After evolutionary learning, Hypernetworks express input model x and joint probability P(x,Y) of output category Y ∈ 0,1 . Formula 4 can be seen as approximate value of joint probability P(x,Y) of two discrete variables x,Y.
In item i, when hyperedge and input model match and hyperedge classification equals input model classification, f x , x , … , x , Y ∈ 0,1 is 1, otherwise it is 0.
In this formula, |M | represents total number of hyperedge that matches input model, |L| is the total number of heperedge in hyperedge collection.
Classification process of Hypernetworks model is to find the maximum classification probability of joint probability P(x,Y) of input model x, taking this category as classification of input model x in Hypernetworks.
The classification process of Hypernetworks is as follows:
(1) After evolutionary learning, Hypernetworks generate a collection of hyperedges L which can decide input model x and probability distribution P(x,Y) of output category Y;
(2) Input model x which is to be classified; (3) Classify model x through following steps: 1) Extract all hyperedges that match x from collection of hyperedges L and add them to collection M.
2) According to category mark of hyperedge, classify hyperedges in M: classify hyperedges which are category 0 into M0 and classify hyperedges which are category 1 into M1.
3) Calculate y * argMax ∈ , |M | |M| as category output of model x which is to be classified.
Evolutionary learning of hypernetworks
There are two typical methods of Hypernetworks in process of evolutionary learning, based on alternative evolutionary learning algorithm and evolutionary learning algorithm of gradient descent [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this paper, based on alternative evolutionary learning algorithm, its advantage lies in exploring bigger solution space in learning process of Hypernetworks.
(1) Building the initial collection of hyperedges L As for each train data sample, it randomly generates n-dimensional hyperedges with order of k, all train data samples randomly generate hyperedge that consists of initial collection of hyperedges L;
(2) Initialization Set fit 0 , fit 0 ( fit represents that hyperedge cannot correctly classify adaptive value of train data sample; fit represents that hyperedge can classify adaptive value of train data sample) and set upper limit of the number maxSubstCnt substituted by the hyperedge of collection of hyperedges in each iteration; (3) Classification Use collection of hyperedges L that is well built to classify each train data sample, putting correctly classified data sample into set Xc and wrongly classified ones into set Xw.
(4) Calculating adaptive value of each hyperedge As for every data sample in collection X c , respectively calculate whether it matches every hyperedge ei or not (if the value of each attribute in data sample equals value of corresponding attribute in hyperedge, they match, otherwise they do not). If hyperedge matches train sample data and category of hyperedge equals train data sample, set adaptive value of hyperedge ei | | 1 ; if hyperedge matches train sample data yet category of hyperedge does not equal train data sample, set adaptive value of hyperedge ei e e 1. Similarly, as for each data sample in collection X w , respectively calculate whether it matches every hyperedge ei or not; if hyperedge matches train sample data and category of hyperedge equals train data sample, set adaptive value of hyperedge ei |Y| 1; if hyperedge matches train sample data yet category of hyperedge does not equal train data sample, set adaptive value of hyperedge ei 1, among which |Y| represents the number of classification.
(5) Substituting hyperedge Ordering hyperedge: put all hyperedges in order according to fitw descending order; as for the hyperedges that equal the value of fitw, put all hyperedges in order according to fitc descending order. Substitute preceding substCnt hyperedge in accordance with sort order. SubstCnt is alternative number of hyperedge, its calculating formula is | |. In this formula, w is a weight being used to control the number of hyperedge substituted, and |L| represents the total number of hyperedges and r is the error weight of Hypernetworks classification (
If substCnt is greater than maxSubstCnt, then substCnt = maxSubstCnt, and set maxSubstCnt as 0.8×substCnt (substCnt is the previous value before being reset as maxSubstCn).
Keep returning to step (3) until substCnt = 0.
PARALLEL HYPERNETWORKS MODEL

Evolutionary learning of parallel hypernetworks model
The process of evolutionary learning of parallel Hypernetworks model adopts evolutionary learning algorithm based on substitution. Under cloud-computing Figure  1 ). Specific steps are as follows: conduct processing method of sharding onto training sample set and divide training sample set into sample block 1, sample block 2, …, and sample block n. As for every sample, make use of map function to make every train sample set generate n-dimensional hyperedges, among which the output of map function is sample, output key is sample identity, and value is the hyperedge generated by the sample so as to realize the generating of initial collection of hyperedge. 
Using collection of hyperedge L to classify
training data sample Use collection of hyperedge L to classify training data sample, adopting mapreduce algorithm, among which map function is used to calculate match result of each hyperedge and training data sample; additionally, reduce function is used to summarize match result of all hyperedges(as shown in Figure 2 ). Specific results are as follows: input collection of hyperedges L, do sharding to collection of hyperedges and divide collection of hyperedges into hyperedge block 1, hyperedge block 2, …, hyperedge block n. In each hyperedge block, match hyperedge and training data sample through map function (calculation process can be shown in Figure 4 ), through algorithm of eventual map function, mark training data sample as key output and (wNum,cNum) as value output (in which wNum represents the number of attribute match (match process can be shown in Figure 3 ) and inconsistent category between hyperedge and training data sample; cNum represents the number of attribute match and consistent category between hyperedge and training data sample); reduce function summarizes calculation results of map function (that is to say, summation of the same sample and the match number of all hyperedges wNum and cNum) to get a total match result of each training data sample. When data sample cNum is greater than wNum, the classification is correct, otherwise it is wrong. Further, add correctly classified samples into collection Xc and the wrongly classified samples into collection Xw, thus realize classification of collection of hyperedges to training data samples. 
2.1.4
Substitute former number of substCnt hyperedges Substitute former number of substCnt hyperedge generated in step 3 with substCnt as edge substitution number of hyperedge. Its computational formula is substCnt w r |L| . In this formula, w is a weight used to control the number of hyperedge replaced, | L | represents the total number of hyperedges, and r is the error rate of Hypernetworks classification. If substCnt is greater than maxSubstCnt, then substCnt = maxSubstCnt, and set maxSubstCnt as maxSubstCnt = 0.8 x substCnt. Keep returning to step 2 until substCnt = 0.
Parallel hypernetworks classification
Parallel Hypernetworks classification process adopts a one-time mapreduce process to realize, where map function is used to calculate match result of every hyperedge of samples that are to be classified, and reduce function is used to summarize match results of all hyperedges. The classification process of parallel Hypernetworks is very similar to the second step in evolutionary learning process of parallel Hypernetworks, yet the difference is that the purpose of evolutionary learning is for calculating the correct accuracy of collection of hyperedges L while the process of classification is for data classification. Detailed process is as follows: input collection of hyperedges L, do sharding to collection of hyperedges L, and divide collection of hyperedges L into collection of hyperedges 1, collection of hyperedges 2... collection of hyperedge n.In each collection of hyperedges, through map function (calculation process is shown in Figure  5 ) match hyperedge and training sample, through algorithm eventually map function mark training sample identity as key output,(num1, num2) as value output (where num1 represents the number of attribute match between hyperedge and training sample and the number of category of hyperedge that is category 1; num2 represents the number of attribute match between hyperedge and training sample and the number of category of hyperedge that is category 2. If the number of category exceeds two, the result can be done in the same manner); reduce function will summarize results calculated by map function (namely, the same sample and respective summation of match number num1 and num2 of all hyperedges) in order to obtain total match result of each training sample. When sample num1 is greater than num2, the category of the sample under test is 1; otherwise the category of the sample under test is 2. 
EXPERIMENT
In this paper, the data adopted are 72 leukemia samples of different patients collected by Massachusetts Institute of Technology [10] with 38 random samples as training set and the remaining 34 samples as test set. Types of such leukemia samples include two kinds, namely, ALL and AML; in this paper, sample types of training set include 28 ALL and 10 AML, and sample types of test sets include 20 ALL and 14 AML.
In this paper, the data preprocessing method is consistent with the following three steps:
1. Using the method based on signal-to-noise ratio with dimension reduction processing to DNA microarray data, selecting 32 genes with strongest relevance to classification.And then use the formula (7) for each gene'signal-to-noise ratio P(g, c). nor  , the binarization value is 1 otherwise 0. Because the order of hyperedge has close relation with accuracy of classification, this paper finds out that under circumstances of contrasting many times of experiment, when the order of Hypernetworks is 10-15 the accuracy of classification is the highest (as shown in Figure 6 ), and will take 10 as the order of this parallel Hypernetworks model.
The experiment runs in a cluster of 3 nodes. Among them, one is master node, another is task scheduling node. All nodes can be used as computing nodes and data storage node, with hadoop2.2.0 and JDK1.7 installed.
The number of hyperedge of Hypernetworks is ∁ 2 , where n is the dimensionality of input space and k is the order of hyperedge. In this experiment, with 32-dimensional data attribute and two kinds of the value in each dimension, 10 is chosen as an order of Hypernetworks and thus the number of hyperedge of Hypernetworks is approximate 6.6 10 . This paper compares Hypernetworks with the number of hyperedge are 3200, 320000, 32000000 respectively have accuracy rate of classification of leukemia samples (among which Hypernetworks with the number of hyperedge operates in hadoop environment). It can be seen from the experiment results from Table 1 that with the increase of the number of hyperedge, accuracy rate of Hypernetworks has been correspondingly raised. From the experiment result, it can be acknowledged that there is direct ratio relation between accuracy of Hypernetworks classification and hyperedge amount in collection of hyperedges. Due to restraint of experiment conditions, this experiment only adopts 3 machines. As for generation of larger-scale amount of collection of hyperedges, it can be realized by expanding more machines and further displaying good expansibility of parallel Hypernetworks model.
Due to restraint of mapreduce programming model, this paper can only resolve issues caused by tremendous amount of hyperedge. If train data sample is oversized (extending the level of TB), further researches need to be conducted.
